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Editorial

Last year, to commemorate the 32nd International Geological
Congress in Florence, a special issue of Przegl¹d Geologiczny 8/2
(Geological Review) has been published entirely in English. It
has been warmly welcomed by the readers and helped to pro-
mote knowledge of the geological structure of Poland and its
particular regions among foreign Earth Sciences professionals.
This favourable reception motivated us to follow up with
another special English issue of our journal. We have decided to
devote it to various aspects of geological cartography — one of
the main activities of national geological surveys. Since in Poland
the functions of the geological survey are performed by the Polish
Geological Institute, most papers are authored by scientists from

the PGI in Warsaw and from its regional branches. Nevertheless, other institutions involved in
cartographic work, including universities, are also represented. We hope that current issue of
Przegl¹d Geologiczny (Geological Review) will be also met with interest by geologists
from abroad, so that we can continue to publish regularly each year an English-language
special edition focused on selected topics.

W³odzimierz Mizerski


